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In many empirical psycholinguistic studies, word fre-
quency is used as an independent variable to select ma-
terials having desired frequency characteristics or as a
control variable to match two or more sets of materials in
order to minimize performance differences attributable
to word frequency effects in word recognition, memory,
or retrieval performance. It is sometimes important in
psycholinguistic research to focus on the frequency effects
of linguistic units smaller than words, such as letter clus-
ters (e.g., bigrams or trigrams), syllabic-type units (sylla-
ble vs. nonsyllable), morpheme units, as well as position
(i.e., word-initial, word-middle, or word-final positions;
Appleman & Mayzner, 1981; Grainger & Jacobs, 1993;
Srinivas, Roediger, & Rajaram, 1992). For example, logo-
graphic character frequency is a crucial factor to consider
in word experiments using languages with logographic
scripts, such as Chinese, Japanese, or Korean, where each
logographic character may function as a word (Matsunaga,
1996). In short, it is important to carefully control the fre-
quency of printed characters and/or words when empiri-
cal psycholinguistic studies are conducted.

In the past, compiling linguistic corpora was an ex-
tremely labor-intensive process, plagued by reliability
concerns caused by human error. However, as computer
technology continues to develop, researchers are obtain-
ing more reliable linguistic corpora and compiling word
or character frequency lists on the basis of these corpora
for linguistic or cognitive science research. For American
English, some widely used word frequency lists are the
Brown corpus (Kučera & Francis, 1967), the American
Heritage Word Frequency Book (Carroll, Davies, & Rich-
man, 1971), and the Thorndike–Lorge count (Thorndike
& Lorge, 1944; see the summary in Solso, Juel, & Rubin,
1982). Many of these corpora and lists are available in
computer database form and/or through the Internet. Con-
sequently, researchers may use these corpora and lists to
control word frequency in empirical language research
more easily, efficiently, and accurately than in the past.
Corpora for non-English languages, including Japanese,
remain limited in number or are still under development
(Edwards, 1993; Leech & Fligelstone, 1992). 

Word and Character
Frequency Lists in Japanese

Over the last two decades, researchers in the area of
experimental psychology, especially word recognition and
memory, have increasingly focused on the Japanese lan-
guage, owing to the uniqueness of its writing system (Kess
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& Miyamoto, 1994; Paradis, Hagiwara, & Hildebrandt,
1985; Yokoyama, 1997). In particular, kanji (characters
in a logographic script that is one of three scripts used in
writing Japanese) has been widely used in experimental
materials in order to examine new aspects of cognitive
processing, relative to alphabetic language systems, in
word recognition and memory and hemispheric involve-
ment in the acquisition and usage of language. However,
although many studies have been conducted that use
Japanese words, the development of Japanese word fre-
quency lists or kanji character frequency lists has not kept
up with the demand for such lists. As a result, for exam-
ple, the kanji character or word frequency of selected
kanji items has often not been controlled or mentioned in
Japanese word recognition studies when frequency has not
been used as a dependent variable (e.g., Eko & Nakamizo,
1989; Flores d’Arcais & Saito, 1993; Flores d’Arcais,
Saito, Kawakami, & Masuda, 1994; Kikuchi, 1996; Mor-
ton, Sasanuma, Patterson, & Sakuma, 1992; Nagae, 1994;
Naito & Komatsu, 1989; Osaka, 1992; Sekiguchi & Abe,
1992; Wang, 1988; Yokosawa & Shimomura, 1993). In
many other studies, the frequency of kanji characters or
words is controlled on the basis of (1) the researcher’s sub-
jective, intuitive judgment (e.g., Flores d’Arcais, Saito,
& Kawakami, 1995; Hatta, Koike, & Langman, 1994;
Shimomura & Yokosawa, 1991), (2) the examinee’s judg-
ment, such as subjects’ rating on selected items (e.g., Ya-
mada, Mitarai, & Yoshida, 1991), (3) the categorization
of kanji characters standardized by the Japanese Min-
istry of Education (e.g., Kyoiku kanji or Gakushu kanji1;
see, e.g., Hayashi, 1988; Hirose, 1992; Nakagawa, 1994;
Sakuma, Itoh, & Sasanuma, 1989), (4) lists compiled by
examiners themselves (e.g., Wydell, Butterworth, & Pat-
terson, 1995; Wydell, Patterson, & Humphreys, 1993), or
(5) the National Language Research Institute’s (NLRI’s)
1962 or 1976 word/character frequency lists (Cabeza,
1995; Morikawa, 1985; Naito & Komatsu, 1988; Sasa-
numa, Sakuma, & Kitano, 1992; Tsuzuki, 1993).

One of the main impediments to the development of
Japanese word frequency lists is that the electronic rep-
resentation of Japanese characters is more complicated
than that of alphabetical languages. At present, there are
three primary electronic coding systems for Japanese
characters (i.e., kana and kanji): Japanese Industrial
Standards (JIS), Shift-JIS (SJIS), and Extended Unix Code
(EUC). Generally, EUC is used in Unix workstations on
the Internet, whereas JIS is used for Japanese electronic
mail. However, SJIS has been adopted for use with per-
sonal computers. Consequently, if different coding sys-
tems are used across tasks or methods, one must transfer
one character code to another, using a converter such as
the network kanji code conversion filter (NKF). 

Another factor impeding the development of Japanese
frequency lists is the Japanese writing system itself,
which comprises three types of orthographies—hira-
gana, katakana, and kanji. Hiragana and katakana are
syllabic scripts in which each symbol represents a sound
unit (a syllable). These scripts each contain 46 basic forms,
with additional diacritic and historical forms giving a total

of 83 hiragana and 86 katakana forms encoded in JIS and
EUC. Hiragana and katakana share the same syllabic-
sound representation and can be transcribed one by the
other (e.g., a syllable /sa / is transcribed as in hiragana
and in katakana). The third Japanese orthography,
kanji, is a logographic script adopted from the Chinese
language, in which each symbol represents meaning and
functions as a morpheme. A single kanji character may
represent an independent word (e.g., / hon /, book) or
part of a word (e.g., in /nihon /, Japan). The mean-
ing of each constituent (i.e., a single character) in a kanji
word is sometimes less clear or transparent than that of an
independent word. Owing to the manner in which kanji
characters were transferred from the Chinese to the Japa-
nese language over the centuries, a single kanji charac-
ter may have obtained more than one reading and may
be pronounced in several different ways. For instance,
the character , which means head, is read as / to /,
/ do /, / zu /, /ju /, /saki /, /atama /, /kashira /, /kobe /,
/kaburi /, and /tsumuri / (Coulmas, 1989). Furthermore,
a great number of homophones (i.e., kanji characters that
share a common pronunciation but represent different
meanings) occur in Japanese kanji usage. For instance, 
(tree), (feeling), (chance), (to glow), (period ),
and many others are all pronounced /ki /. Thus, in con-
trast to both hiragana and katakana, kanji characters do
not have a systematic sound representation or a one-to-
one relationship between sound and symbol. The number
of kanji characters is quite large and practically uncount-
able (i.e., kanji dictionaries may contain between 12,000
and 50,000 entries; Kindaichi, 1991; Morohashi, 1989).

Among hiragana, katakana, and kanji, usually only one
is conventionally chosen and used to write a given Japa-
nese word. Hiragana is used primarily for words that have
a grammatical function, such as particles or case-makers,
and for some native Japanese content words. Katakana is
used for loan words (i.e., words mainly borrowed from
western languages, such as English, French, and Por-
tuguese). Kanji is used for content words, such as nouns,
verbs, and adjectives.2 Thus, a single Japanese sentence
is usually written with all three scripts combined.

However, choice of script is not always consistent and
may vary, depending on a writer’s intention or a publish-
er’s guidelines for style. For instance, the Japanese word
meaning egg, pronounced /tama�o /, could be written as

in hiragana in one context, but as in kanji in
another context. In their study of the subjective frequency
of script type, Ukita, Sugishima, Minagawa, Inoue, and
Kashu (1996) studied 750 Japanese words that can be
written in more than one Japanese script. The study was
conducted by asking 836 Japanese college students to
judge whether a given word (written in a given script) is
seen often, occasionally, or rarely. The results showed
that more than half of the tested words were identified as
words seen in more than one script. This inconsistency in
orthographic representation makes word counting in Japa-
nese extremely difficult and complicated. In addition,
word segmentation in Japanese is more complex than that
in English, since word boundaries are not separated with
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spaces in written texts. A single kanji character could be
a morpheme of a part of a word or a word by itself and may
be pronounced differently, depending on the context. With-
out clear word boundaries, compound words are easily
formed. Thus, complications in word counting and seg-
mentation present nontrivial challenges for those compil-
ing word frequency lists in Japanese.

Owing to these problems, few have attempted to make
word and kanji character frequency lists in Japanese. The
NLRI in Japan published a word frequency list in 1962,
based on a corpus derived from 90 different journals and
magazines with five different genres, all published in
1956. A total of 140 million tokens, consisting of 40,000
different words (i.e., types), were analyzed in order to de-
velop a frequency list of words possessing a frequency of
at least nine. In 1976, the NLRI also published a kanji
(character) frequency list based on a corpus published in
1966 derived from three major newspapers, Asahi, Yomi-
uri, and Mainichi. This corpus provided a total of
991,375 kanji tokens and a frequency list of 3,213 dif-
ferent kanji characters. This was the first attempt to an-
alyze a Japanese corpus with computers, and the results
were used to standardize and regulate the use of kanji
characters for mass media and education in Japan. For
the past three decades, researchers have used these lists as
an informative resource for many language-related re-
search projects. In 1997, the NLRI published its 1962 list
in floppy disk format (NLRI, 1997).

However, several problems are associated with the use
of the NLRI lists for empirical studies. First, the lists are
based on dated media samples. Almost three or four
decades have passed since the corpora of the 1962 and
1976 lists were collected. Consequently, the reliability of
these lists is open to question, since the use of words or
kanji in mass media and education may have changed.
Second, the 1976 list does not identify low-frequency
kanji. The 1962 word list does not contain words possess-
ing a frequency less than nine, and the 1976 kanji list does
not provide characters possessing a frequency less than
nine. Low-frequency words or characters with the fre-
quency of one are required for many empirical language
studies. Third, the lists are not easily accessed, since
both were available only in hard copy form until recently.
Although the NLRI 1962 list is now available in floppy
disk format,3 it is not as accessible, especially to re-
searchers outside Japan, as other language lists that are
available over the Internet. It is crucial that these lists be
accessible to researchers in computer database format to
help make the control and selection of word and kanji fre-
quency simpler, more effective, and more accurate. 

In 1994, the situation for Japanese corpus linguistics
changed for the better, when CD-ROM databases of news-
paper articles became available at a relatively low cost.
These computerized corpora of newspapers made it pos-
sible to develop an updated kanji frequency list accessible
on computers and over the Internet.

The purpose of the present project is to develop a new
kanji character frequency list to be made accessible

through the Internet. In consideration of the word seg-
mentation and other problems mentioned above, the au-
thors decided to start by developing frequency lists of kanji
characters before attempting kanji word frequency lists.
Furthermore, the current usage of kanji in printed mass
media is analyzed on the basis of a comparison with 1966
frequencies from the NLRI 1976 list. 

Source of Data, Method of Analysis, and Results
The present corpus is available on a CD-ROM entitled

CD-HIASK’93 (Nichigai Associates & Asahi, 1994),
which contains the text of articles appearing in a major
newspaper, covering 1 year of morning and evening edi-
tions published in 1993. The data analysis was conducted
on Unix workstations, with the program written by the
authors in Perl and awk. First, headlines were excluded4

from the approximately 110,000 articles5 in the data. Sec-
ond, all the printable characters were counted and ranked
by frequency from highest to lowest in each category (e.g.,
kanji, hiragana, or katakana). Frequency ratio (%) and cu-
mulative frequency ratio (%) were also calculated.

The corpus provided a total of 56,563,595 printable
characters,6 making it, at the time, the largest corpus
used for the compilation of Japanese word/character fre-
quency lists. Ideally, in addition to newspapers, corpora
would be collected from other printed texts, such as mag-
azines and novels of various genres. However, most of
these printed materials are not yet available in computer-
readable form. As a result, it is not currently feasible to
gather sufficient amounts of data from these materials.
Furthermore, copyright issues complicate the process of
copying and studying printed mass media in Japan and
may pose an obstacle to making lists based on such ma-
terials freely available to the public.

The 56,563,595 characters in the 1993 collection of the
Asahi newspaper form the basis of the present character
frequency list and break down into the general categories
shown in Table 1. A total of 23,408,236 kanji tokens were
found, making up 4,476 different types. Kanji covered
41% of all the printable characters in the newspapers.
The central result of this survey is a list of the kanji char-
acters found, sorted according to their frequencies. The
first 3,000 characters are listed in Appendix A with their
ranking, raw frequency, frequency ratio (%), and cumu-
lative frequency ratio (%). In addition, frequency lists of
hiragana and katakana characters are also included in Ap-
pendices B and C,7 respectively, with the same headings.

Cumulative percentage of kanji character use. The
cumulative frequency ratio of kanji characters, ranked
from high to low frequency, is shown in Table 2. Although
it has been conventionally said among learners and
teachers of Japanese that knowledge of 2,000–3,000
kanji characters is required for one to read Japanese news-
papers, this conventional wisdom was not supported by
the present data. According to the results of the present
analysis, the top 500 most frequent kanji characters ac-
counted for approximately 80% of total kanji use. Further-
more, the top 1,600 most frequent characters covered 99%
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of total use and the rest—that is, the next 3,000 charac-
ters—made up only 1% of the total kanji use.

The cumulative frequency ratio obtained from the
1966 corpus (i.e., the NLRI 1976 list) is also indicated in
Table 2. The results from the two corpora, which are
30 years apart, indicate almost identical ratios for each
frequency level. Furthermore, according to the current
frequency list, of the 500 most frequent characters ranked
in 1966, 445 characters are also ranked among the 500
most frequent characters in the 1993 corpus, but all of
those 55 characters lower than the first 500 fall within the
1,000 most frequent characters in the 1993 corpus. Thus,
the high-frequency kanji characters that account for over
80% of the total kanji use have not changed much in the
last 30 years.

Correlation coefficient of chronological character
use. To examine change in kanji usage over the past 30
years, a correlation analysis was conducted between the
present 1993 list and the NLRI 1976 list based on the 1966
newspaper corpus. The raw frequencies of the 3,000
highest frequency characters in the present list8 and the
equivalent characters in the NLRI 1976 list were con-
verted to their base-10 logarithmic equivalents9 and sub-
mitted to a Pearson correlation coefficient analysis. The
result indicates a high correlation (r = .95) and was sig-
nificant [F(1,3029) = 28,037.67, p � .01]. In Figure 1,
although low-frequency characters scatter more than high-
frequency characters, the distribution is close to linear.10

Thus, on the basis of the analysis, it appears that the over-
all pattern of kanji usage has not significantly changed
over the past 30 years.

Discussion
In the present project, the authors introduced the first

computer-based kanji character frequency lists derived
from the largest corpus of Japanese newspaper texts. It
is important to control the frequency of kanji characters
in psycholinguistic studies, although researchers have
often neglected this variable, owing to the unavailability
of reliable frequency lists. Using the present list, the au-
thors have compared kanji usage observed in data from
1966 and 1993. Although changes in language usage are
often discussed in Japanese linguistic studies in terms of
syntax, phonology, lexicography, and pragmatics, the
usage of kanji characters did not show any significant
variation over the past 30 years.

However, there are several issues left to discuss in the
present study. First, the corpus of the present word list was

developed from a single newspaper. Although the news-
paper used in the present project is a major Japanese news-
paper that currently publishes 10 million copies every
day for 120 million people in Japan (one paper is usually
read by more than one person), there may be some bias
in terms of the selection of topics and style. Goto (1995)
warned of this problem for researchers using a corpus de-
rived from newspapers, arguing that newspapers usually
focus heavily on politics, economics, and foreign policy.
As a result, vocabulary related to those areas may appear
in newspapers more often than in other types of published
materials. In addition, each newspaper has its own regu-
lations or standards for choosing words and expressions.
Furthermore, the number of newspaper writers, compared
with the number of readers, is limited, and consequently,
the effects of idiosyncratic writing styles and word selec-
tion may be exaggerated, causing a bias in any analysis
based exclusively on such data. Since the present char-
acter list was made from a corpus of newspapers, future
research should be aimed at employing a variety of genres
and types of publications to develop linguistic corpora.

To examine this issue of the bias in the present news-
paper corpus, a correlation analysis of kanji frequency was
conducted among the present list developed with 1993
newspapers, the NLRI 1962 list with 1956 magazines,
and the NLRI 1976 list with 1966 newspapers. The re-
sults indicated a significant and high correlation be-
tween the 1956 magazine list and the 1966 newspaper
list (r = .92, p � .01), and between the 1956 magazine list
and the 1993 newspaper list, (r = .89, p � .01; see Table 3).
The higher correlation between the 1956 and 1966 lists
was probably due to the closer timing of data collection,
compared with that between the 1956 and 1993 lists.
However, these high correlation results may indicate that
the data collected from a single newspaper in this present
analysis may be a reliable resource for predicting kanji
character frequency in printed mass media in general.

To examine the reliability of the present list, an addi-
tional correlation analysis was conducted with the kanji
characters grouped according to frequency level. The
3,000 ranked characters were divided into three groups:
(1) high-frequency characters ranked from 1 through
1,000, (2) mid-frequency characters ranked from 1,000

Table 1
Printable Character Type Totals

Characters Types Tokens Frequency Ratio (%)

Kanji 4,476 23,408,236 41.38
Hiragana 83 20,711,361 36.62
Katakana 86 3,608,288 6.38
Punctuation and symbols 99 7,406,035 13.09
Arabic numerals 10 1,169,902 2.07
Latin alphabet 52 259,773 0.46

Table 2
Cumulative Frequency Ratio of Kanji Character Use

Cumulative Frequency Ratio (%)

Frequency Rank 1993 1966

10 10.00 10.61
50 27.41 27.64

100 40.71 40.15
200 57.02 56.05
500 80.68 79.42

1,000 94.56 93.88
1,500 98.63 98.40
2,000 99.72 99.63
2,500 99.92 99.90
3,000 99.97 99.98

Note—Frequency rank = size of the group of highest frequency char-
acters.
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though 2,000, and (3) low-frequency characters ranked
from 2,001 through 3,000. Although the correlations vary,
depending on the levels and lists, all were significant at
the p � .01 level (see Table 4).

The results indicate high correlations at the high-
frequency levels between the present list and the other
two lists. Notably, a high correlation of the 1993 news-
paper list with the 1966 newspaper list at the high-
frequency level (r = .92) indicates again that the present
list can be a reliable resource, especially at the high-
frequency levels, although the data were collected from a
single newspaper.

In contrast, at the low-frequency levels, the correla-
tions of the present list are low with the 1966 list (r = .43)
and with the 1956 list (r = .28). This may imply a drastic
change of kanji usage over the decades or some unrelia-
bility of the present list at the low-frequency level. The
first interpretation is easily dismissed, considering the
overall high correlations with other lists, as indicated in
Table 3, and the similar low correlation between the 1966
and 1956 lists at low-frequency level (r = .40), which
were developed relatively close in time. Does this mean
that the present list is not reliable at the low-frequency
list? That does not have to be the conclusion. The most
likely interpretation is that the low correlations are due
to the differences in size of the corpora of the three lists.

The size of the 1993 kanji corpus was much greater than
the other two, containing 23,408,236 tokens and 4,476
types. The 1966 list was compiled on the basis of 991,375
kanji tokens and 3,213 types, and the 1956 list was based
on 280,094 kanji tokens and 3,328 types. Since the pres-
ent correlation analysis was conducted with the 3,000
highest ranked characters in the 1993 list, some charac-
ters did not even exits in the 1966 or 1956 list. For in-
stance, among the 38 characters ranked at 2,996 in the
1993 list, 17 characters were not included in the 1956
list, and 23 characters were not included in the 1966 list.
Thus, the size difference in the corpus seems to be the
most probable reason for the low correlation between the
lists. If that is the case, the largest corpus could be the
most reliable information for low-frequency characters—
that is, the present list can be plausibly used as the most

Table 3
Correlation of Kanji Frequency Among 1993, 1966,
and 1956 Lists With All 3,000 Ranked Characters

1993 N 1966 N 1956 M

List r r r

1993 N 1.00
1966 N .95 1.00
1956 M .89 .92 1.00

Note—N, newspapers; M, magazines.

Figure 1. Kanji usage correlation distributions of top 3,000 characters between 1966
and 1993.
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reliable resource. Thus, the correlation analysis among
the three lists can support the high reliability of the pres-
ent list.

Another issue relating to the present project is the re-
liability of a computerized Japanese corpus (i.e., CD-
HIASK’93), transformed from the original hard copy
form (i.e., the Asahi newspaper). There are few instances
in which kanji characters appearing in the newspaper did
not appear encoded as kanji in the current CD-ROM cor-
pus. The original locations of those characters in the
newspaper were marked by symbol characters, such as
the “geta mark” ( ) in the electronic format (Yokoyama,
Sasahara, Nozaki, & Long, 1998). This is due to several
revisions made in JIS,11 which is an electronic character
encoding standard and assigns a code to approximately
6,300 kanji characters. Although only a few hundred of
these cases were observed out of 23 million kanji tokens
in the current CD-ROM corpus and these were among
the lowest frequent characters, this inconsistency between
printed and electronic data formats should be kept in mind
when low-frequency characters are used or focused on.

In the present project, a new kanji character frequency
list was developed with the largest newspapers corpus in
Japanese corpus linguistic history. Although there are
still some issues left, the present list provides useful in-
formation on kanji usage in the current printed media.
Furthermore, the present list has become available and
accessible in computer database over the Internet,12 which
helps researchers control and interpret logographic psy-
cholinguistic studies more accurately and efficiently.
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NOTES

1. The set of Kyoiku kanji contains 881 characters to be taught in el-
ementary schools. These characters were selected by the Ministry of
Education in 1948. This set was revised, and 1,006 characters were se-
lected and defined as Gakushu kanji for the same purpose in 1989.

2. Verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are often written in a combination
of kanji and kana characters. The stem of those words, which does not
change in conjugation, is written in kanji, and the inflectional endings
in hiragana. For instance, / ta-beru / (to eat), /oo-kii /
(big), and / haya-ku / (early) are all written with the first character
in kanji and the rest in hiragana.

3. Owing to Japanese copyright ownership issues, it may not be fea-
sible to provide the 1976 NLRI kanji list in computer database form in
the near future.

4. Headlines were excluded from the present analysis because incon-
sistencies were observed in headlines in hard copy versions of the news-
papers, as compared with headlines downloaded from the CD-ROM.

5. In addition to the articles downloaded from CD-ROM, 114 articles
were input manually into the database, since they were not included in
the CD-ROM.

6. These printable characters include kanji, hiragana, katakana, Latin
alphabets, Arabic numerals, punctuation, and symbols (commas, peri-
ods, quotation markers, etc.).

7. Appendix C, katakana frequency list, is cited from Nozaki, Chika-
matsu, and Yokoyama (1997).

8. The first 3,000 ranks included 3,031 characters in the 1993 list.
9. Logarithmic transformation was used because the data were posi-

tively skewed—that is, there were more low-frequency characters and
fewer high-frequency characters. A value of 1 was added before the log-
arithmic transformation,—that is, log10 (raw frequency+1) instead of
log10 (raw frequency). This is because many of lowest frequency char-
acters in the 1993 list were not found at all in the 1966 list (i.e., zero oc-
currence), which would make the logarithmic transformation impossi-
ble.

10. No value of logarithmic transformation was plotted between 0
and 1 in the y-axis because all top 3,000 ranked characters occurred
more than 13 times in the 1993 list and the value of log10(raw frequency
+1) was more than 1.

11. JIS has been revised four times over the last two decades, in 1978,
1983, 1990, and 1997. In each revision, a few new codes were added or
replaced with old codes for kanji characters. Consequently, although it
is very rare, some characters may appear different, depending on the
version used for decoding on computers. For instance, four kanji char-
acters that are part of the 1983 JIS standard were replaced by symbol
characters on the CD-ROM. For further discussion, see Yokoyama et al.
(1998).

12. The presently developed kanji character frequency list is available
at http://nozaki-lab.ics.aichi-edu.ac.jp/ on the World-Wide Web.
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APPENDIX A
Kanji Character Frequency List
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

Note—R = Rank of frequency, C = Character of kanji, F = Frequency
occurrence in 23,408,236 character corpus.

APPENDIX B
Hiragana Letter Frequency List

Note—R = Rank of frequency, C = Character of hiragana, F = Fre-
quency occurrence in 20,711,361 character corpus.
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APPENDIX C
Katakana Letter Frequency List

Note—R = Rank of frequency, C = Character of katakana, F = Fre-
quency occurrence in 3,608,288 character corpus.
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